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Abstract

This article examines factors responsible for the stark racial disparities in HIV infection in the

U.S. and the now concentrated epidemic among African Americans. Sexual network patterns

characterized by concurrency and mixing among different subpopulations, together with high rates

of other sexually transmitted infections, facilitate dissemination of HIV among African

Americans. The social and economic environment in which many African Americans live shapes

sexual network patterns and increases personal infection risk almost independently of personal

behavior. The African American HIV epidemic constitutes a national crisis whose successful

resolution will require modifying the social and economic systems, structures, and processes that

facilitate HIV transmission in this population.

Introduction

African Americans’ HIV prevalence is an order of magnitude greater than the prevalence

among whites.1 The racial disparity in HIV prevalence has persisted in the face of both

governmental and private actions, involving many billions of dollars, to combat HIV. This

article examines factors that contribute to the marked racial disparity in heterosexually

transmitted HIV infection in the U.S. and the now concentrated epidemic among African

Americans. The disparity has resulted in large part from the socioeconomic environment in

which many African Americans live. The situation requires urgent, determined, and specific

actions to modify the underlying structural determinants that have led to HIV's substantial

inroads in African American communities.
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Racial Disparities

The marked racial disparities in HIV/AIDS in the U.S. have been documented in

surveillance data and studies in special populations, such as men who have sex with men,

injection drug users, job corps entrants, and childbearing women. The CDC estimates that

45% of new HIV infections in the U.S. in 2006 occurred among non-Hispanic blacks.2 The

few HIV seroprevalence data that are available for the general U.S. population confirm the

extent of HIV dissemination among African Americans. Among the 13,184 adolescents and

young adults in The National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health), a

nationally representative study, HIV seroprevalence was almost 0.5% among blacks – 20

times that of whites.3 The National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES),

which surveyed a national sample of U.S. adults in households in 1999–2002, reported HIV

seroprevalences of 1.9% for black men and 1.01% for black women aged 18–39 years, and

2.8%, and 4.5%, respectively, for black women and men aged 40–49 years.4 Updated

NHANES estimates report similar results.1

These estimates of HIV prevalence among African Americans are strikingly similar to, and

in some cases exceed, population-based estimates of HIV seroprevalence among adults, age

15 through 49, reported by several countries in subSaharan Africa, Asia, and the Caribbean.5

Although individual-level sexual behaviors contribute to the disparity in HIV prevalence,

observed differences in individual behaviors do not fully explain the marked racial

differences in HIV infection prevalence.6 HIV prevalence among African Americans

exceeds that of whites, typically substantially, even in comparisons stratified by education,

poverty index, marital status, age at first sexual intercourse, lifetime number of sex partners,

history of male homosexual activity, illicit drug use, injection drug use, and HSV-2 antibody

positivity.4

Contributors to Higher HIV Prevalence

HIV disseminates throughout the population through the combined impact of individual

behaviors and biological and population-level factors. Other STIs, such as syphilis,

Chlamydia, gonorrhea, and genital herpes, facilitate HIV transmission, and the prevalence of

these STIs is much greater among African Americans.7,8 The population attributable risk of

HSV-2 and other STI for sexual transmission of HIV among African Americans is therefore

substantial.9 It is unclear how much other biological factors contribute to the racial disparity

in HIV infection rates. A 32–base pair deletion in the chemokine receptor 5 gene, rare in

whites and considerably less common in blacks,10 decreases susceptibility to HIV

infection.11 Male circumcision decreases men's risk of acquiring HIV infection through

vaginal intercourse.12 African American men are less likely to be circumcised (73%) than

U.S. white men (88%).13

Sexual networks, at the nexus between individuals and the larger population, are key factors

in the spread of STI. The extent of sexual mixing among subpopulations at different risk for

infection is an important parameter for population dissemination. Compared to whites,

blacks with few sex partners are more likely to have sexual contact with individuals who

have many partners, a type of dissortative mixing that spreads infection to more subgroups

within a population.14 Because of racially segregated mixing patterns and the much higher
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HIV seroprevalence in African Americans, exposure to the virus is more likely among

blacks than among whites for any given number of partners or frequency of sexual contacts.

Concurrent sexual partnerships (relationships that overlap in time) can spread infection

through a sexual network faster than the same rate of acquisition of new, sequential

relationships.15 This partnership pattern has been associated with transmission of STIs,

including HIV infection acquired through heterosexual activity.16 The prevalence of

concurrent partnerships is higher among U.S. blacks than whites.17,18 Lower marriage rates

among African Americans appear to be a major contributing factor. Incarceration is also

associated with concurrency.19 The extent of concurrency probably contributes significantly

to HIV transmission among African Americans.19

Contextual Factors

Exogenous factors including economic forces, demographic features, and other structural

aspects of society that are beyond individual control influence sexual behaviors, sexual

network features, and spread of STI. Racial discrimination is a common denominator of

several important aspects of the social and economic context for many African Americans,

such as poverty, the low ratio of men to women, de facto racial segregation, and

disproportionate incarceration. These pathways have been previously discussed in depth19

and are briefly summarized below.

Poverty, a reality of life for a disproportionately large number of African Americans, is

strongly associated with HIV infection (see, for example20). Poverty influences where one

lives, can lead to housing instability, decreases healthcare access, and destabilizes

relationships; all of these influences can affect sexual networks. Widespread residential

segregation by race, as well as racial segregation and re-segregation of schools, concentrates

poverty and other adverse social and economic influences among blacks, increasing their

risk of socioeconomic failure,21 and altering social and sexual networks of both adults and

youth. The population gender ratio (number of men: women) is a major determinant of the

structure of sexual networks and marital patterns.22 High male mortality has lowered the

gender ratio among African Americans, which likely influences not only marriage rates, but

also participation in sexual risk behaviors and sexual mixing and other network patterns.

Disproportionate incarceration of black men further reduces the gender ratio, increases

poverty, and influences sexual networks and mixing patterns.

Structural Violence

The overall impact of the contextual factors outlined above constitutes structural violence, a

social system characterized by inequalities in power and life chances of sufficient magnitude

to restrict a group of people from realizing their full potential23 and put them “in harm's

way”.24 (p 1686) The system is structural because it is “embedded in the political and

economic organization of our social world” and “violent because it causes injury to people

(typically, not those responsible for perpetuating such inequalities).”24 (p 1686) Although

the link between social context and disease is increasingly recognized, with a few notable

exceptions (see for example,25,26), the specific role of structural violence in the HIV

epidemic among African Americans has received considerably less research attention.
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There are various reasons for this relative neglect. First, epidemiology tends to focus on

individual-level risk factors, which are more amenable to studies using standard

epidemiologic methods, more readily modifiable, and can in principle be modified by

individuals even without organized social action. Second, a focus on individual-level factors

“resonates with the value and belief systems of Western culture that emphasize [the

individual's ability to control] his or her personal fate and the importance of doing so.”27

Third, structural violence, by its very nature, is so deeply entrenched that it is rendered

ordinary and almost invisible.23,24 Fourth, although epidemiologists and other public health

researchers are increasingly studying contextual factors, there remains the question of how

to devise effective interventions to alter the context.

A New Public Health Research and Intervention Paradigm

The reasons for the nation's failure to control the epidemic among African Americans

include the prevailing paradigm for HIV research and prevention. This paradigm has

emphasized individual-level interventions while neglecting the systems, structures, and

processes that facilitate HIV.25 Such a focus ignores the knowledge that social forces

contribute to disease rates in the population and that the social and economic environment

affects personal behaviors. Highly efficacious individual-level interventions could have a

population-level impact, but by the end of 2008, only 4 of 31 completed RCTs had

demonstrated significant efficacy in preventing sexual transmission of HIV.28

Although a comprehensive plan is not being presented here, several areas are obvious targets

for immediate attention. First, the paucity of national HIV seroprevalence data that can be

used to monitor the level of the epidemic in major population groups is a critical deficiency

in the public health response to the epidemic. The Add Health and NHANES surveys have

demonstrated that national HIV seroprevalence surveys are now feasible. Seroprevalence

data are an essential tool for monitoring the epidemic, maintaining awareness of its extent,

and bringing it under control.

Second, the dramatic escalation of the war on drugs starting in the 1970s, with the

imposition of lengthy, mandatory sentences, has resulted in huge growth of the incarcerated

population and enormous collateral damage. Although the racial disparity in sentencing due

to the different penalties for possession of crack and powder cocaine is finally being ended,

with the unanimous 2007 decision of the U.S. Sentencing Commission, racial inequities in

sentencing for other crimes persist and require attention. Investments in disadvantaged

children (e.g., enriched preschools, home visitation programs, better trained teachers) and

adults (e.g., literacy programs, educational opportunities, workforce development, consumer

and legal assistance, mental health services, reintegration programs for released prisoners,

drug courts) can reduce crime and improve economic productivity, realizing positive

economic returns. The heavy reliance on incarceration to control the drug and crime

problems has stressed state budgets and decreased spending for other essential programs,

such as education.29 The current economic crisis increases the saliency of this issue.

Feasible alternatives to incarceration for nonviolent offenders should be sought; some states

have now begun to pursue strategies to curb prison growth and costs.30 Third, policies and

laws must be evaluated concerning their effects on inequality, defacto segregation, and
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racial discrimination. Elimination of homelessness and provision of adequate housing is also

an important intervention strategy. A growing body of data shows that improved housing

status is associated with reduction in HIV risk behavior as well as better health outcomes

among HIV-infected people. Interventions that provide affordable, stable housing are

effective strategies for HIV prevention and have proven to be cost saving, given the

magnitude of the medical care costs associated with HIV infection.31

Fourth is a policy area of particular relevance to HIV prevention, sex education. The federal

government has expended over $1.5 billion on abstinence-only-until-marriage sex education

over a period of nearly 3 decades, notwithstanding the lack of data to support the

effectiveness of this education in reducing risky behavior.32 Over 80% of abstinence-only

curricula used by grantees of the largest federal abstinence-only initiatives contained false,

misleading, or distorted information about reproductive health, including efficacy of

condoms for preventing infection.33 Youth who receive abstinence-only education are

significantly less likely to perceive condoms as efficacious for preventing HIV and other

STIs.33 In contrast, comprehensive sex education programs can be effective in reducing

risky sexual behavior among youth.34 Federal and state government restrictions on sex

education in schools should be removed, and funds allocated for curricula shown to be

effective in reducing risks of infection and unintended pregnancy. Schools should provide

comprehensive sex education that includes both encouragement for abstinence and accurate

information concerning condom use and efficacy.35 Youth, particularly those at high risk for

HIV infection, have a right to lifesaving sex education.

These four examples illustrate areas where societal-level changes can help to arrest the HIV

epidemic among African Americans and where action can be taken immediately. However,

implementation of these recommendations alone will not alter the underlying structural

violence that promotes high disease rates among African Americans. There is accordingly a

continuing need for development and evaluation of interventions—especially structural

interventions—that address the underlying social determinants of the racial disparity in HIV

infection in the U.S. Structural interventions that address social determinants have been

shown to improve health and decrease disparities in other diseases.36 The current analyses

suggest that such interventions and the positive changes they bring will likely increase stable

monogamy in disadvantaged U.S. populations and thereby reduce the spread of HIV.

Conclusion

Continuing racial disparities in HIV infection more than 2 decades after the identification of

the virus and availability of an accurate test are an indictment of the U.S. response to the

epidemic. Existing interventions have failed to control the epidemic in African Americans in

part because critical features of the socioeconomic context promote behaviors that transmit

HIV and increase the risk of HIV infection even among those who do not have high-risk

behaviors. Failure to address these structural determinants has allowed the epidemic to

continue in the black community. There is a need for research and interventions that are

informed by expertise in public health, medicine, basic science, and social sciences – along

with expertise in economics, business and finance, education, criminal justice, political

science, and other disciplines. Eliminating racial disparities in HIV infection will require
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policy changes such as the four recommend above—as well as broadening the research

paradigm to address gross disparities in socioeconomic resources. Governments should be

held accountable for progress or lack thereof in eliminating inequities.
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